
Fancy Letters Sign Your Words UPPER and Lower Colorful Words

Write each of your words Use sign language (with Write your spelling words Write each of your

using fancy  letters. your fingers) to "sign" the two times.  One time in all spelling words one time.

Your letters can have spelling of your words. UPPERCASE letters and Write each letter using a

curly-q's or dots, for Check out the second time in all different color.

example.  Have fun! www.unitykid.com/signlanguage lowercase letters.

for help!!

Parent Initials:  ________

Across and Down 3-D Words Back Writing Choo-Choo Words

Write each of your Use Play-Dough or clay Use your finger to spell Write the entire spelling

spelling words across and to sculpt your spelling out each of your spelling list end-to-end as one

then down (starting with words. words, one letter at a long word (like a train).

the first letter). time, on your mom/dad's Use a different color for

back.  Then have them do each word.

it to you!

Parent Initials:  ________ Parent Initials:  ________

Good, Clean Words Magazine Words Match-Up Telephone Words

Find a countertop or flat Use an old magazine and Write each of your words First, write your words in

surface that can be find words (or the letters on two different index a list.  Then look at a

cleaned easily.  Spray that make up your word). cards.  Lay them out face telephone keypad.  Next,

some shaving cream and Cut them out and glue on down and play "Memory" write your spelling words

spread it out.  Use your some paper. with them. using the code.

finger to write the words.

Parent Initials:  ________ Parent Initials:  ________

Toss a Word Type 'Em Trace Around Delicious Words

Find a partner.  Toss, or Type your spelling words Write each of your words Find a countertop or flat

roll, a ball back and forth. on the computer.  Make using a pencil.  Then surface that can be

You say the 1st letter, and each word have a trace around each word cleaned easily.  Spray

then toss/roll to your different computer font. with a crayon, colored some whipped cream and

partner.  Then he/she says You can even email your pencil, or a marker. spread it out.  Use your

the next letter and so on. words to me for an extra finger to write the words.

sticker.
Parent Initials:  ________ Parent Initials:  ________

Spelling Word List Choices
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Spelling Bee Spelling Flashcards Words w/o Vowels Rainbow Write

Practice your spelling Make a set of flashcards Write your spelling words First write each word in

words in Spelling Bee to practice your spelling on a list, but replace all pencil.  Then trace over

style.  Spell your words words.  When you look at of the vowels with a line. each word three times.

out loud to a parent or your card, read the word Then go back and see if Each time you must use a

sibling. and then spell it out loud. you can fill in the correct different color.  Trace

vowels without looking. neatly and you will see a

Vowels = a e i o u rainbow.
Parent Initials:  ________ Parent Initials:  ________

Backwards Words ABC Order Squiggly Spelling Blue Vowels

Write your spelling words First write your spelling Write your spelling words Write each of your

forwards and backwards. words in a list.  Then two times.  First write in spelling words one time.

Write neatly! write them in ABC order. regular letters.  Then Then trace over all of the

For an extra 4 stickers, write in squiggly letters. vowels in blue.

write them in reverse Vowels = a e i o u

ABC order too!

Bubble Letters Three Times! Consonant Circle Vowel Circle

Write your spelling words Write each spelling word Write each of your Write each of your

in bubble letters.  After three times.  First, write spelling words.  Then go spelling words.  Then go

your write your words, each spelling word in back and circle all of the back and circle all of the

color them with crayon, pencil.  Then, write each consonants in your words! vowels in your words!

colored pencil or word in crayon.  Last, Don't forget to write Don't forget to write

marker. write each word in neatly!! neatly!!
*you may also do this marker or pen.

on a computer*

Silly Sentences Rhyming Words Syllables Glitter Words

Write each of your Write each of your words Write each of your words Write your words in

spelling words in a silly in a list.  Then, next to in a list.  Then, next to glue on paper.  Then,

sentence.  Be sure to each word, write 1-2 each word, write the sprinkly glitter over the

underline the spelling words that rhyme with number of syllables each words.

words as you use them. each of your words. word has.

Spelling Word List Choices


